A Book to Hoard Before It
Gets Cancelled
First the crazies tore down statues they deemed offensive.
Next they vandalized churches. Then they demanded trigger
warnings on classic movies like Gone with the
Wind and Blazing Saddles. If these monsters ever discover
libraries, books will be next. Let me suggest you hoard
copies of William McNeill’s The Rise of the West: A History
of the Human Community (1963) before they shred them. In
these savages’ simple minds, McNeill’s ethnocentric title
alone will justify the book’s eradication. Even Chronicles’
readers may find McNeill’s conclusions insensitive at
times, as when he wrote, “The loss to human culture
involved in the Spanish extirpation of Amerindian
civilizations does not therefore seem very great.”
McNeill’s tour de force covers Middle Eastern predominance
up to 500 B.C., then focuses on Eurasia from then to A.D.
1500, all as prelude to what he calls the “Western
dominance” that followed. Despite its political
incorrectness, Rise presents more than two millennia of
non-Western history as the foundation of the West’s rise.
McNeill writes history the correct way, in which truth is
allowed to offend insecure tribes, entrenched interests,
and implacable ideologues. To cheers and jeers, he
summarized the West’s increasingly global presence:
“Indeed, world history since 1500 may be thought of as…the
West’s growing power to molest the rest of the world.”
While honest observers admit the costs of Western
expansion, West-o-phobes see all Western expansion as
pernicious imperialism. McNeill squares the circle with
historical evidence and logical explanations.

His dispassionate take on the barbarism of history provides
perspective to those of us witnessing contemporary
destruction. “For all their violence and rapine,
fundamentally the barbarians sought not to destroy but to
enjoy the sweets of civilization,” he wrote. Sounds
comforting, even if it doesn’t quite jibe with the
catastrophic demands coming from Portland, Seattle, and the
Democrats. Maybe yesterday’s hooligans came from a more
cultured caste.
Compare last April’s ventilator shortage in New York with
McNeill’s summary of ancient Greek cities whose reliance on
food imports proved disastrous. “A brief interruption of
supply lines could produce severe local famine,” he wrote.
And, in third century Sparta where “the few tended to
become richer, the rest poorer” McNeill wrote that
“revolutionary demands, for the abolition of debts…were
frequently heard.” It reminds one of the calls by Sen.
Elizabeth Warren and others for free college tuition as
recompense for income inequality.
At the University of Chicago, McNeill oversaw the
dissertation of my Ph.D. advisor, Walter McDougall, making
him my “doctoral grandfather.” McDougall always spoke
reverentially of McNeill. Unsurprisingly, the book’s
prophetic final prediction floored me: “Intimate and
decisive confrontation between Chinese and Western
civilizations…promises to generate the most important
cultural interaction of…the twenty-first century.”

